proposed to find the patterns. The mined patterns can be applied to market basket analysis, stock market analysis, and so on.
Introduction
Mining sequential patterns are one of the most important domains in data mining. Mining sequential patterns from transaction databases (events present or not) is the first introduced in 1995 [1] and there are many related works [8-10, 17, 22, 23] . The sequential pattern presented a relationship between events in a chronological sequence with the same object. For instance, "If a customer buys a Laptop and later a Modem, then he will buy a Printer". Mining fuzzy sequential patterns in sequence databases, in which values of attributes are numeric or categorical, is also introduced in [2, 5, 12, 14, 15, 18] . In these works, the values are transformed into fuzzy sets. A relationship between events in the fuzzy sequential patterns is like "If a customer buys a Large number of Laptops and later an Average number of Modems, then he will buy a Small number of Printers".
In many cases, the values of time distances among the events in a sequence are preferred. The time-interval sequential patterns in transaction databases were investigated by authors such as C h e n and H u a n g [6] , C h e n, C h i a n g and K o [7] , C h a n g, C h u e h and Lin [3] , C h a n g, C h u e h and Luo [4] . In [7] , timeinterval sequential patterns were presented such as Laptop, I1, Modem, I2, Printer, which meant "If a customer buys a Laptop and later a Modem an interval of I1, then 4 he will buy a Printer an interval of I2", where I1 and I2 were predetermined time ranges. For instance, I1 was ranged from 3 to 5 days, I2 from 10 to 12 days. To solve sharp boundary problems when a time interval is near the boundary of two time ranges in [7] , the fuzzy theory was applied to time intervals [6] . The fuzzy timeinterval sequential patterns in [6] showed the relationship among events such as Laptop, Short, Modem, Long, Printer, which meant "If a customer buys a Laptop and later a Modem an interval of Short, then he will buy a Printer an interval of Long", where Short and Long were linguistic terms for time intervals. In [6] , time intervals among events were transformed into fuzzy sets and the two algorithms were proposed. They were the FTI-Apriori algorithm based on the idea of an Apriori algorithm and the FTI-PrefixSpan algorithm based on the PrefixSpan algorithm. Papers [3, 4] also revealed fuzzy time-interval sequential patterns in sequence databases such as Laptop, μLaptop_Modem, Modem, μModem_Printer, Printer that meant "If a customer buys a Laptop and later a Modem an interval of μLaptop_Modem, then he will buy a Printer an interval of μModem_Printer", where μLaptop_Modem and μModem_Printer were trapezoidal fuzzy numbers which present time intervals between events of pair (Laptop, Modem) and (Modem, Printer). The fuzzy numbers were computed by frequency of time intervals of events in a sequence. For example, μLaptop_Modem = (6, 6, 12, 12) and μModem_Printer = (2, 2, 7, 15). The main idea of the SPFTI algorithm [3] and the ISPFTI algorithm [4] were taking the advantage of the idea of Apriori algorithm, but the trapezoidal fuzzy numbers were received from databases unlike predetermined fuzzy sets in [6] .
In [21] , we considered to mine fuzzy association rules with fuzzy time-intervals from quantitative databases. The results showed that the patterns such as Laptop_Large, Short, Modem_Average, Long, Printer_Small that meant "If a Large number of Laptops are sold and later an Average number of Modems an interval of Short, then a Small number of Printers will be sold an interval of Long". In the pattern, Laptop_Large, Modem_Average, and Printer_Small were the fuzzy sets of attributes; Short and Long were the pre-defined fuzzy sets for time intervals.
Works [3, 4, 6, 7] have indicated only the fuzzy time-interval sequential patterns in transaction sequence databases, not yet in quantitative sequence databases. While paper [21] has been applied to only quantitative databases, not yet quantitative sequence databases.
So, the main objective of the paper is to introduce an algorithm for mining fuzzy sequential patterns with fuzzy time-intervals in quantitative sequence databases. They are like Laptop_Large, Short, Modem_Average, Long, Printer_Small that means "If a customer buys a Large number of Laptops and later an Average number of Modems an interval of Short, then he will buy a Small number of Printers an interval of Long", where Short and Long are predetermined linguistic terms for time intervals. These patterns are different from the ones in [3, 4, 6, 7] by quantitative attributes and from the ones in [21] by interesting in the objects. The main idea of the algorithm is to convert quantitative attributes and time intervals to linguistic terms in the same way as in [21] and then improving the Apriori algorithm [1] to find fuzzy sequential patterns with fuzzy time-intervals. The comparison of datasets and patterns of the selected algorithms is described in Table 1 . The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines problems. Section 3 develops the FSPFTIM algorithm to find out the fuzzy sequential patterns with fuzzy time-intervals and gives an example. Section 4 presents experimental results. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Problem definition
This section presents some definitions related to the proposed problem. Definition 1. Let E={e1, e2, …, eu} be a set of attributes, s = (a1, q1, t1), (a2, q2, t2), (a3, q3, t3),…, (an, qn, tn) be a quantitative sequence, where ak  E is an attribute (1  k  n), tk is time of ak, tk-1  tk with 2 k n and ak(tk) = qk, qk is numeric or categorical. A transaction sequence is Sid, s where s is a quantitative sequence and Sid is the identifier of the sequence. A quantitative sequence database is a set of all transaction sequences. Example 1. A quantitative sequence database is shown in Table 2 . In Table 2 , E = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i} is set of attributes, time is started at 0. The first transaction sequence is 1, (a, 2, 1), (b, 2, 4), (e, 5, 29). It means that this sequence includes Sid with value 1 and three transactions: The a with value 2 6 (quantitative of a is 2) at time 1, the b with value 2 at time 4 and the e with value 5 at time 29. Table 2 
, where mi is the minimum value of xm attribute domain, and ma is the maximum value. With K=3 for all attributes in the database of the Example 1, we get membership functions as in the Fig. 1 and the fuzzy transaction sequence database D′ is described in Table 3 . at a=2 is 0.5, the transaction time is 1. Definition 3. Let LT={ltj| j=1, 2,..., p} be fuzzy sets of time-intervals, lt :
be the membership function of the fuzzy set ltj [13] . Then, Table 3 , then  =  Definition 4. Given a fuzzy sequence B = (b1, bq1, bt1), (b2, bq2, bt2), …, (br, bqr, btr) and a fuzzy sequence with fuzzy time-intervals α = b1, ltb1, b2, ltb2,…, br-1, ltbr-1, br , we define:
 A fuzzy sequence B belongs to a fuzzy transaction sequence S =Sid, fs where fs = (fa1, fq1, t1), (fa2, fq2, t2),.., (fan, fqn, tn) if there exists a integer r such that bk = fai k  bqk = fqi k  btk = ti k , 1kr, and i1< i2 <…< ir. The support of the fuzzy transaction sequence S for α, denoted by SuppS(α), is the maximum of the supports of B which belong to S, Output: k-fuzzy sequential patterns with fuzzy time intervals, k >1
Proposed approach
First, all the quantitative attributes in D are partitioned into fuzzy sets, then the transaction sequences in D are transformed into fuzzy transaction sequences based on these fuzzy sets and their corresponding membership functions. And we get a fuzzy sequence database, called D′. Next, the FSPFTIM Algorithm is applied to find out fuzzy sequential patterns with fuzzy time-intervals. This algorithm is improved from the Apriori algorithm. 10 The algorithm is an iterative process consisting of several steps. At the k-th step, the algorithm generates a set denoted Ck of candidate k-fuzzy sequences with fuzzy time intervals and then calculates the support of these candidate sequences. The sequences having the support greater than min_sup will be added into Lk as a set of k-fuzzy sequential patterns with fuzzy time-intervals. This process will be ended when it is unable to generate any new set of fuzzy sequential patterns with fuzzy timeintervals.
More specifically, the process of generating the sets Ck is as follows: For k=1. All fuzzy attributes of D′ are added into the set C1 of candidate 1-fuzzy sequences with fuzzy time-intervals. By calculating the support of sequences in C1, the set L1 of 1-fuzzy sequential patterns with fuzzy time-intervals is created.
For k=2. The set C2 of 2-fuzzy sequences with fuzzy time-intervals are generated by joining two sequences in L1 together and with LT in the form of L1LTL1. For example, if L1={fa, fb}, LT={lt1, lt2, lt3}, then there are nine candidate 2-fuzzy sequences with fuzzy time-intervals such as fa, lt1, fa, fa, lt2, fa, fa, lt3, fa, fa, lt1, fb, fa, lt2, fb, fa, lt3, fb, fb, lt1, fb, fb, lt2, fb, fb, lt3, fb.
For k>2. Let b1, lt1, b2, lt2,…, ltk-2, bk-1 and b2, lt2, b3, lt3,…, ltk-1, bk be 2 (k -1)-fuzzy sequential patterns with fuzzy time-intervals in Lk-1, then α = b1, lt1, b2, lt2, b3, lt3,…,bk-1, ltk-1, bk is a candidate k-fuzzy sequence with fuzzy time-intervals [6] . In the same way, all candidate k-fuzzy sequences with fuzzy time-intervals are generated and set Ck is created. The support of each candidate k-fuzzy sequence with fuzzy time-intervals in Ck is calculated by the formula (4) and the set Lk is created.
The result of the algorithm is a set of all k-fuzzy sequential patterns with fuzzy time-intervals Lk for k>1.
FSPFTIM Algorithm
Pseudo code of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 .
In the algorithm, the operator "*" joins the values into a fuzzy sequence with fuzzy time-intervals. For example, fe1*Short*fe2 is a presentation of the fuzzy sequence with fuzzy time-intervals fe1, Short, fe2 where Short LT and fe1, fe2 are fuzzy sets of quantitative attributes.
At line 2, each fuzzy tuple, considered as a 1-fuzzy sequence with fuzzy timeintervals, is added into C1. If the support of a sequence is greater than or equal to min_sup then the sequence will be added into L1 at line 3. The set of candidates 2-fuzzy sequences with fuzzy time-intervals, C2=L1LTL1, is generated by the lines 4-12. The support of candidate 2-fuzzy sequences with fuzzy time-intervals in C2 are calculated (lines 13-15) and 2-fuzzy sequences with fuzzy time-intervals having the support greater than or equal to min_sup, are added into L2 (line 16). In the lines 17-24, candidate k-fuzzy sequences with fuzzy time-intervals are added into Ck (with k >2) and by calculating their support, k-fuzzy patterns with fuzzy time-intervals are included in Lk. The loop for generating candidate sequences is ended when Lk is empty. The result of the algorithm is the set of all k-fuzzy sequential patterns with fuzzy time-intervals (line 24) with k>1. Creating a fuzzy sequence database D′ from the sequence database D 2.
C1{fe| fe is an attribute of D′} 3.
L1{C1|Supp()≥min_sup} 4.
C2; 5.
for each fe1L1 6.
for each fe2L1 7.
for each ltdLT 8.
fe1*ltd*fe2;
9.
add  to C2;
10.
end for 11.
end for 12.
end for 13.
for each C2
14.
Computing the support of  (Supp());
15.
end for 16.
L2{C2|Supp() ≥min_sup} 17.
for (k>2;Lk-1≠;k++) 18 .
Ckfuzzy_apriori_gen(Lk-1); 19.
for each cCk 20.
Computing the Supp() 21.
end for 22.
Lk{Ck|Supp() ≥min_sup} 23.
end for 24.
return Lk //k>1 Procedure fuzzy_apriori_gen(Lk-1) //generating the candidates of Ck 25.
Ck; 26.
for each aLk-1 27.
for each bLk-1 28.
;

29.
for (i=2; i<=k-2; i++) 30.
if ( 
The complexity of the FSPFTIM Algorithm
The parameters used to evaluate the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm are as follows: N is the number of transaction sequences in D; M is the total number of attributes in D; l is the average length of transaction sequences in D; h is the number average of of fuzzy sets associated with each attribute in D; |LT| is the number of fuzzy sets of time-intervals LT; min_supp is a user-defined threshold. Based on the similar way as in [20] , the computational complexity of the FSPFTIM algorithm is
) ∎ Details are given in the Appendix.
An example of executing the FSPFTIM Algorithm
Input:
 min_sup = 0.11;  Quantitative sequence database D in Table 2 ;  Fuzzy sets of attributes and their membership functions in the Example 2;  Set of fuzzy sets of time-intervals LT={Short, Medium, Long} and their membership functions in the Example 3.
Output: k-fuzzy sequential patterns with fuzzy time-intervals, k >1.
Execution:
 D′ is created as the Table 3 ; From these Figs, we can see that when the number of partitions of time intervals is fixed, the number of fuzzy sequential patterns with fuzzy time-intervals as well as the execution time will be changed in inverse direction with changes of min_sup. This is true for both the S100I1000T3D341K and Online Retail_France datasets, and does not depend on the number of partitions of quantitative attributes (K). Also, as K increases, the number of fuzzy sequential patterns with fuzzy time-intervals decreases, but with min_sup greater than a certain threshold, when K increases then the execution time increases. In addition, the difference between the numbers of 15 sequence patterns, and between the times of execution (depending on the number of partitions of the quantitative attributes) will be narrowed very rapidly according to the increase of min_sup. Table 5 shows all fuzzy sequence patterns with fuzzy time-intervals that were found out using the FSPFTIM algorithm in the Online Retail_France dataset when the quantitative attributes are partitioned into three linguistic terms {Small, Average, Large}, the time interval into three linguistic terms {Short, Medium, Long}, the user -defined threshold min_sup is 0.14. Some of these patterns can be explained as follows:
POSTAGE_Small, Short, POSTAGE_Small means "If a customer buys a Small number of POSTAGE products, then he will buy a Small number of these products an interval of Short"; POSTAGE_Small, Medium, RABBIT-NIGHT-LIGHT_Small means "If a customer buys a Small number of POSTAGE products, then he will buy a Small number of RABBIT-NIGHT-LIGHT an interval of Medium"; POSTAGE_Small, Medium, POSTAGE_Small, Short, POSTAGE_Small means "If a customer buys a Small number of POSTAGE products and later a Small number of POSTAGE products an interval of Medium, then he will buy a Small number of POSTAGE products an interval of Short". 
Conclusions and future work
The paper proposes the FSPFTIM algorithm to mine fuzzy sequential patterns with fuzzy time-intervals in quantitative sequence databases. The proposed algorithm is presented in both idea and pseudo code. An example of application of the algorithm is also illustrated in this paper. The experimental results show the influence of some input parameters to the number of fuzzy sequential patterns with fuzzy time-intervals and the execution time. In this paper, the FSPFTIM algorithm is developed based on the Apriori algorithm with the approach of search in breadth first. In the future, we will continue to work on developing more efficient algorithms to mine fuzzy sequence patterns with fuzzy time -intervals. These algorithms will be developed based on the approach of search in depth first, such as based on the projected database organization [10] or the FPTree algorithm [11] .
